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Abstract. Application migration and heterogeneity are inherent issues
of pervasive systems. Each implementation of a pervasive system must
provide its own migration framework which hides heterogeneity of the
diﬀerent resources. This leads to the development of many frameworks
that perform the same functionality. We propose a minimal execution environment, the micro virtual machine, that factorizes process migration
implementation and oﬀers heterogeneity, transparency and performance.
Systems implemented on top of this micro virtual machine, such as our
own Java virtual machine, will therefore automatically inherit process
migration capabilities.

1

Introduction

Process migration is the act of transferring a process from one system to another.
When the two systems diﬀer in hardware or operating system, migration is said
to be heterogeneous. The main goals of process migration include [14]: accessing
more processing power, exploitation of resource locality, resource sharing, fault
resilience, system administration, and recently pervasive computing.
Most of the existing process migration implementations lack in heterogeneity.
The base requirement of these systems is an homogeneous environment, which
is unconceivable for a pervasive system. Furthermore, the use of static languages
such as C or C++, and dynamic libraries of the operating system render the
implementation of process migration diﬃcult, allthough some seem to be operational but limited [4,25].
With the arrival of virtual machines such as the Java Virtual Machine (JVM)
implementation of process migration in heterogeneous environment became easier. A JVM hides to applications the underlying operating system and hardware. Therefore, the execution environment of a process can be represented in a
portable manner. Many diﬀerent approaches have been developed for migrating
threads in the JVM [21,28,18,3,32]. We think these approaches are in the right
direction to achieve process migration in heterogeneous environments, but they
by essence lack in genericity as they only target the JVM and the Java language.
In this paper, we propose a new execution environment that will enable process
migration for every bytecode-targeted languages. This environment is a minimal
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virtual machine, called the micro-virtual machine, that contains the base of a
virtual machine architecture. Virtual machines like JVM or .Net can thereafter
be implemented on top of the micro-virtual machine and automatically beneﬁt
from process migration. We intend to apply process migration to our existing
JVM implementation, JnJVM. The process migration system is an extension of
the micro-virtual machine. The contributions of this paper are:
– A proposal for a minimal execution environment with process migration
facilities. The environment is minimal enough to allow process migration for
higher level virtual machines,
– An explanation of a standard algorithm for process migration,
– A reﬂexion on operating system migration on heterogeneous environments,
when the operating system is implemented within a virtual machine.
Section 2 presents background and related work in the ﬁeld of process migration. Section 3 presents the architecture of our minimal virtual machine and
Section 4 explains how thread migration will be achieved in the micro-virtual
machine. Section 5 presents perspectives, including our current ideas on how migrating an operating system provided that it is executed on a virtual machine.
Operating system migration is a trend in ubiquitous computing, as it will allow
users to migrate their entire working environment. Section 6 conludes the paper.

2

Related Work

Process migration is a popular ﬁeld in systems research. Many implementations
have been proposed. They diﬀer in heterogeneity, performance, transparency and
reusability. In this section, we give an overview of existing systems and compare
them with respect to these four characteristics.
2.1

Binary Process Migration

In homogeneous systems: Binary process migration upon operating systems has
long considered homogeneity to be the base requirement. Milojicic et al. [14] give
a panel of process migration in operating systems. Process migration can be implemented either in the kernel, in system libraries (user-space), or in end-user
applications. The three levels diﬀer in complexity, transparency, performance and
reusability. Kernel-space implementations typically regroup all these characteristics. User-space implementations are simpler than kernel-space implementations,
but suﬀers from performance and transparency. Application-level implementations suﬀer from reusability, because modiﬁcation of the application is most of
the time required. Examples of kernel-level process migration are Locus [17], the
V Kernel [26] or Amoeba [24]. Implementations in user-space include Condor
[13] or MPVM [2]. Finally, Freedman [7] has implemented process migration in
end-user applications.
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In heterogeneous systems: Few attempts on process migration on heterogeneous
systems have been accomplished. Most signiﬁcant systems are Tui [23], SNOW
[25] and recently MigThread [4].
The Tui system provides heterogeneous process migration by modifying the
ACK (Amsterdam Compiler Kit). It generates an executable with process migration possibilities.
SNOW (Scalable Network Of Workstation) and MigThread consist of a preprocessor and a runtime system. The pre-processor performs a source-to-source
transformation to provide an equivalent program with process migration facility.
The program is compiled into all targeted architecture. When process migration
is triggered, the runtime support of the three systems computes the type and
value of each variable, the stack trace, the memory graph and the program
counter. It represents them in an intermediate form and sends it to the destation
host. The execution environment is then reconstructed at the destination host.
For these three systems, the program has to be written in a type-safe subset of
standard languages (Ansi-C, Pascal and so on). Type safety is required because
the runtime support must compute location of each objects manipulated, and the
values and type of each variable of the program. Migration can not occur anytime
during execution: the pre-processor or compiler inserts adaptation points that
will poll migration status. This leads to decrease performance.
2.2

Process Migration Upon Virtual Machines

Virtual machines such as JVM or .Net hide the underlying execution environment. The code is compiled into an intermediate bytecode that is either interpreted during execution or compiled dynamicaly by a just in time compiler (JIT).
A virtual machine is therefore a convenient architecture for program portability.
However, they do not provide in their speciﬁcation thread or process migration
facility. The diﬃculties to implement thread migration upon virtual machines
include derivating the type of variables present on stack, selecting the thread’s
reachable object graph and restoring the thread at the destination from where
it was interrupted. Three appraoches were taken by the research community to
add process migration for the JVM: source-level transformation, bytecode-level
transformation and extended virtual machines.
Source-level transformation: Funfroken implemented process migration by mean
of source transformation [8]. It uses a speciﬁc compiler in order to add threadstate capturing and restoring in methods of the program. Migration is triggered
by the thread itself by raising a Java exception. This code addition in the program decreases performance when no migration is triggered.
Bytecode-level transformation: Brakes [28] and the system of Sakamoto et al. [18]
perform bytecode transformation. The algorithms taken for thread migration are
basically the same than source-level transformation. Bytecode-level transformation has the advantage of enabling migration to applications only available in
bytecode format.
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Extended virtual machines: MOBA [21] or the system of Bouchenak et al. [3]
extend the Sun JVM to provide thread migration. Both systems consist of a
thread API, and the use of the Java debugging interface. The debugging interface allows to compute type and values of variables, and the thread’s execution
environment. The main issue faced by using the debugging interface was performance: the JIT had to be disabled. To bypass this issue, MOBA implemented
type inference of the thread’s stack, however the system could face collision of
references with integer. Bouchenak et al. implemented a second run-time stack,
that stores the type of variables stored on the memory stack.
Jessica2 [32] is a distributed JVM that runs on a cluster of workstations. It
gives the illusion to applications of a single system image. It uses a distributed
shared memory, the Global Object Space (GOS). Thread migration has been
implemented on top of Jessica2 [31]. It performs dynamic recompilation of currently executing methods in order to compute the bytecode program counter, the
emplacements of the methdods variable (memory or registers) and their type.
This execution environment is then stored in an intermediate form and sent to
the destination node. This algorithm does not face object accessibility because
it is based on a distributed shared memory. Furthermore, the virtual machine
is note migrated, it must be executing on the destination node. Squawk [22]
is a JVM that does not need an operating system. It considers applications as
isolates and is able to migrate them between diﬀerent Squawk instances. In this
context, the virtual machine is not migrated, only the application.
2.3

Summary on Existing Systems

Table 1 compares all presented systems with respect to heterogeneity, performance, transparency and reusability.
Table 1. Comparison between diﬀerent process migration systems
System
Heterogeneity Performance Transparency Reusability
Locus, V Kernel, Amoeba
no
***
***
***
Condor, MPVM
no
**
**
***
Freedman’s
no
**
*
*
Tui, Snow, MigTthread
yes
**
**
**
VM Source transformation
yes
*
***
*
VM Bytecode transformation
yes
*
***
*
Moba and Bouchenak’s
yes
***
*
*
Jessica2, Squawk
yes
***
***
*

All these systems have limitations. Binary process migration targets mostly
homogeneous network of workstations. The few systems that allow heterogeneity
can not trigger migration anytime during execution. Furthermore, it needs the
source code of the application and requires that the application is implemented
in a subset of standard languages such as Ansi-C or Pascal to ensure type safety.
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Process migration upon a virtual machine is another approach. Virtual machines are usally type-safe, and hides the hardware and the operating system
to the application. Extended virtual machines have less limitations than bytecode or source-level transformation. They do not add extra computations when
migration is not triggered. However, the existent systems such as Moba or the
one from Bouchenak et al. do not provide transparency, because the application
must use a speciﬁc thread API. Furthermore, they both suﬀer from using the
Sun JVM: they bypass its restriction on stack capturing by using a non-standard
approach and does not beneﬁt from the JVM evolution. The Jessica2 thread migration performs transparent migration anytime during execution, and does not
face object graph migration. We think the algorithm taken by Jessica2 is the
one that has the best advantages, because it is directly integrated in the JVMs,
uses its JIT compiler and does not require to modify the application, nor use a
speciﬁc API. However, their implementation is eased by the distributed shared
memory.

3

The Micro Virtual Machine

Achieving heterogeneity in process migration with virtual machines is more
straightforward and convenient than with binaries. However the proliferation
of virtual machines (Smalltalk, JVM, .Net, Ocaml and so on) requires to implement thread migration for each one. The goal of the micro-virtual machine
(MVM) is to resolve this type of issue [6].
The micro virtual machine is a minimal execution environment that can be
specialized dynamically by applications. Early projects include specializing the
MVM for active networks, web caches [15], or Java [27]. In this paper we propose
an implementation for thread migration that will enable migration for all systems
implemented on top of the MVM, and especially Java. For example, the work
done to achieve a functionnal JVM can be applied for a .Net virtual machine.
Figure 1 represents the micro-virtual machine, specialized to become a Java
virtual machine called JnJVM. The MVM is structured with components. It is
composed of standard virtual machine components such as a thread manager,
a memory manager and a JIT compiler. To enable dynamic adaptation, it also
contains a Lisp front-end, an extensible compiler and a component system. It uses
aspect technology [12] to modify and extend the components. JnJVM extends
the MVM by adding new components that alltogether implement a Java virtual
machine.

4

Thread Migration in the Micro Virtual Machine

The algorithm of our thread migration is close to the algorithm of the thread
migration system of Jessica2. Because the MVM does not use distributed shared
memory by default, our algorithm has to compute the object graph reachable
from the migrating thread.
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Fig. 1. Architecture of the MVM

4.1

Algorithm

The MVM components ease the implementation of our algorithm. It uses the
just in time compiler to save the type of the variables on stack and the program
counter relative to a MVM bytecode instruction. It uses the memory manager
to locate the object graph of the thread.
Type information: The MVM reads by default a Lisp-like language. An application can however modify this language. The MVM compiles its input with
a just in time compiler called the Virtual Processor Unit [16]. The VPU is a
stack-based abstract machine that transforms a sequence of actions on a stack
into an assembled form. Migration requires to know the type of each variable
on the stack. Therefore the compiler makes a distinction between integers, ﬂoat,
and objects. After compiling, the VPU returns a method object. It contains the
sequence of VPU actions, and the assembled code.
Recompilation: Migration is triggered by an external entity by using Posix signals. The thread interrupts and retrieves its stack trace. For each method on
the stack, it analyses its sequence of VPU actions. This allows to found the
frame pointer of each method, and the type of each variable on stack (register
or memory). In order to compute the program counter and send it in a portable
manner, the program counter must represent the start of a virtual instruction
of the VPU. If it is not the case, execution is processed until it reaches the end
of a virtual instruction.
Object Graph: Some variables on the execution stack are objects. These objects
might reference other objects and the overall references give an object graph, all
reachable from the thread. The memory manager allows to construct the graph
and ﬁnd the objects. A ﬁrst naı̈ve implementation would gather this graph with
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the execution environment in an intermediate form. The result is sent to the
destination node. For eﬃciency, we may also implement a proxy system [20],
where objects are not sent directly to the destination, but only proxies. The
object will be sent when required by the destination node.
Recovering the execution: When the destination node receives the intermediate
form of the thread’s execution environment, it compiles all methods of the stack
trace and records emplacement of variables (register or memory). The memory
stack is reconstructed depending on these informations, and object pointers are
changed depending on their location in the new workstation. The thread is then
started with the given stack.
4.2

Limitations

The migration system will have limitations: some limitations are inherent to process migration, others are particular to our architecture. In the ﬁrst case, process
migration must face dependances with kernel structures such as open ﬁles, or
sockets. In the second case, with our architecture, process migration can not occur while the process is compiling a method (due to the architecture-dependant
code generation) or while it is collecting memory (because it manipulates structures dependant of the memory graph).
In order to allow migration allmost anytime during execution, the MVM can
not rely on a C/C++ implementation as it does in the present. We will have to
introduce a metacircular virtual machine, i.e. a virtual machine implemented in
itself. It will enable migration of any of its methods. Recent metacircual virtual
machine implementations such as Klein for the Self language [29] or Squawk
for the Java language [22] show many interest of this approach. For example, it
inherits features of the virtual machine such as possible type safety, garbage collection or exception handling. It also generally eases porting and debugging the
virtual machine. Squawk executes without an operating system on top of small
devices. It deﬁnes isolates which are basically applications, that can be migrated
between diﬀerent Squawk virtual machines. Our proposed architecture follows
this direction, but enables the virtual machine to migrate as well, therefore the
entire system itself.

5

Perspective: Heterogeneous OS Migration

Live OS migration has become realistic with the arrival of virtual machine monitors (VMM) such as Xen [1], or VMWare [30]. Virtual machine monitors enable
execution of many operating systems simultaneously on the same hardware. In
this context, a virtual machine is an operating system executing on top of the
VMM. Clark et al. have implemented OS migration with Xen [5], and Sapuntzki
et al. with VMWare [19]. Migration is based on memory page transfer. The
base requirement for these systems is homogeneity: the processor has to be the
same between nodes. The harware dependances are mostly dealt by the virtual
machine monitor.
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In order to reconcile OS migration with heterogeneity, we propose to combine our minimal virtual machine approach with emergent OS implemented in
a virtual machine such as JVM. There are two main systems that propose OS
abstractions in virtual machines. KaﬀeOS [9] is an extension of the Kaﬀe virtual machine, a free JVM. KaﬀeOS enables execution and protection of many
processes inside one virtual machine. It requires to execute on an existing operating system. On the other hand, Jnode (Java New Operating system Desing
Eﬀort) [11], or JX [10] are complete operating systems implemented in Java
that execute Java-only applications. They are composed of a nano-kernel for basic hardware communications, a JVM implemented in Java, and device drivers
implemented in Java.
Combining the micro virtual machine with the concepts of KaﬀeOS would
allow migration of processes and the virtual machine (therefore the OS, as seen
by the KaﬀeOS authors). A wider perspective is to combine the Jnode operating system with the micro-virtual machine. The entire operating sytem could
be migrated allmost anytime during execution, limitation being access to device
drivers, compilation and garbage collection. Kernel structures can be migrated
because they are implemented in Java. We can not however deal with local hardware access such as local ﬁles, but OS migration with virtual machine monitor
faces the same issue.

6

Conclusion

In this paper we have presented a thread /process /OS migration architecture in
heterogeneous environments. The architecture is a proposal and OS migration is
more of a reﬂexion than a proposal. Much eﬀort has to be provided to enable this
architecture in the micro virtual machine framework. Moreover, the combination
of a virtual machine oriented operating system and the micro virtual machine
remains to be discussed.
Thread and process migration have long time proved their eﬃciency for loadbalancing, mobile computing, resource sharing, fault resilience, etc. OS migration
is recently in current investigation thanks to the arrival of virtual machine monitors. It inherits all advantages of process migration at coarse grain. One of the
main beneﬁt of OS migration presented by Clark et al. [5] is for cluster administration. System and hardware are clearely separated, and the removal of a node
does not lead to loosing its operating system. Furthermore, mobile computing
is allways an interesting target for migration; OS migration will allow a user to
carry and use its operating system wether it is on a Portable Digital Assistant,
a laptop or a personal computer.
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